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Atrys Health winner in the “Rising Star”
category at 6th European Small and Mid-Cap
Awards
On the 4th of December, The Federation of European Securities Exchanges (FESE) and European
Issuers, in cooperation with the European Commission, have organized in Brussels the 6th edition of
the European Small and Mid-Cap Awards, where Atrys Health has been awarded in the category of
“Rising Star”. GOMSpace and Madara organic skincare were the other two finalists, both of them are
listed in NASDAQ.

ATRYS has three fast-growing business lines with consolidated customers: (i) Diagnostic Laboratory:
Molecular diagnosis to ascertain the phenotype of individual tumours and thus identify optimal
treatment for each patient. (ii) Online Diagnosis: 24/7 medical diagnostic services. (iii) Radiotherapy:
ATRYS is a leader company in single-dose radiotherapy. The Company carries out numerous R&D
projects, always in collaboration with prestigious companies and academic institutions, to develop new
ways of detecting or treating cancer.

The company's executive president, Santiago de Torres Sanahuja, who received the award, said that
“Atrys Health is the result of the work of a highly professional team of high excellence, whose
motivation is to improve oncological diagnosis and other pathologies through innovation to obtain the
best precision medicine”. Torres also thanked his support to the MAB, since 'they have encouraged us
to continue growing and creating value for shareholders'. The president of the company also
expressed his gratitude to the shareholders for “believing in Atrys and accompany us in this
adventure.'.  MORE +

MAB listed companies keep
growing strongly
The good performance that has been recorded
in recent years in the main financial indicators
continues its trend.

Last October MAB listed companies disclosed
their first half-year financial information. The
figures show an improvement in the revenues,
EBIDTA and employment compared to the
same period of 2017. Namely, the revenues
has grown a 14,2% whereas EBIDTA and
employment has raised a 5,8% and a 9%,
respectively. These numbers support the
upward trend showed in the last five years
where the average increase has reached
29.9% in invoicing, 21.2% in EBITDA and an
average rate of job creation of 8.0%.

Furthermore, as of November the 30th, both the
companies already listed in the MAB and those
which have incorporated during this period
have used intensively the market to finance
themselves through capital increases. This type
of financing has raised to 859 million euros
through 45 operations of capital increases
since the beginning of 2018.

Latibex Forum 20th
Anniversary
On November 15th and 16th, the
20thAnniversary of the Latibex Forum was held
at the Stock Exchange Palace in Madrid.

50 companies participated in the event and
experts panels took place parallel with one to
one meetings. On this occasion, four MAB
companies with a strong presence in the region
participated, holding meetings with national and
international investors.

Latibex, the Latin American Stock Market in
Euros, has listed almost 40 companies since its
inception in 1999, reaching a joint capitalization
of more than 500,000 million euros. In its 20
years of life, Latibex has become the landmark
market in Europe for the big Latin American
values, offering these companies an effective
formula to improve their visibility among
European investors and an interesting way to
access the capital market in euros.
BME, main sponsor of a meeting that pursues
support for the financing of Latin American
companies and the connection with European
companies, considers a priority task to continue
fostering business relationships between these
two complementary regions.  MORE +

Pre-Market enviroment
Investor’s Day
Three new companies, BRANDMANIC,
COLECTUAL y GENERAL DRONES, have
been pitched the last November the 28th in the
5th Pre-Market Environment Investor’s day
hosted in Valencia. 

The Pre-Market Environment is a joint initiative
of Bolsas y Mercados Españoles (BME) and
Spain’s National Business Angels Association
(Big Ban Angels), offering start-ups the chance
to gain further insight into the stock market
functioning and approach new investors. After
these three news incorporations, there are 13
companies involved in the programme.

All the companies which participate in the
project and all the collaborating entities
attended to the event, including the new
entrants: Mabia and Faraday Ventures
Partners.

The Pre-Market Environment call to receive
new companies is still open. Among the
requirements get into the Environment, some
must be highlighted: (i)being a public company
(S.A) or a limited company (S.L), (ii) the
company life must be longer than two years,
(iii) companies must submit their annual
financials accounts audited and (iv) companies
should provide their three years business
plan.MORE +

Consolidation among
SOCIMIs listed in the MAB
On November 8, VITRUVIO REAL STATE
SOCIMI S.A. notified the market its intention to
launch a bid to acquire all the stocks of UNICA
REAL ESTATE SOCIMI, S.A, offering a price of
27,14 euros per stock. 

Vitruvio joined MAB in July 2016. At the end of
that year, its capitalization was 40 M€ and
nowadays it equals to 80 M€. In 2017 Vitruvio
did three capital increases, two of them were to
compensate credits and another for cash,
where it raised 36,16 M€. In 2017 the turnover
of Vitruvio reached 3,57 M€, as of December
the 3rd of 2018 it has already exceeded 6,2 M€

Unica Real-Estate SOCIMI joined MAB in 2018
and it has an asset portfolio specialised in
commercial premises. After this transaction, the
resulting portfolio will be more diversified 48%
commercial, 27% residential, 17% offices and
8% industrials assets. The total capitalization
will amount to around 100M€.  MORE +
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